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2x2 rubik' s cube algorithm sheet

The death toll from an explosion outside a school in Afghanistan's capital Kabul has risen to 58, Afghan officials said on Sunday, with doctors struggling to provide medical care to at least 150 injured. The community, a religious minority in Afghanistan, has been targeted in the past by Islamic State
militants, a Sunni militant group. Afghan President Ashraf Ghani on Saturday blamed the attack on Taliban insurgents but a spokesman for the Taliban denied involvement, saying the group condemns any attacks on Afghan civilians.Australian Associated PressSocceroos pair Jackson Irvine and Martin
Boyle will be looking to land silverware later this month after helping guide Hibernian to the Scottish Cup final.Irvine and Boyle both started as Hibs defeated Dundee United 2-0 on Saturday to reach the May 22 decider against St Mirren or St Johnstone.Ad•CrossoutThank you for your feedback. We will
remove this and make the necessary changes.PvP and PvE Battles. Trading and Crafting. Fight in your own build vehicles against real Players. Register now and play for Free!Australian Associated PressWhen the final buzzer sounded, NBA superstar Russell Westbrook grabbed the ball, jogged to the
baseline and waved to the crowd.A few moments after joining Oscar Robertson as the NBA's career triple-doubles leader with 181, Westbrook celebrated the milestone with his teammates and his opponents.Brandon Bair pulled a man out of a fiery truck on Thursday after it was hit by a train in
Idaho.Viewers outside the US can exceptionally stream the episode live on YouTubeAd•CleverstThank you for your feedback. We will remove this and make the necessary changes.Brilliant Car Cleaning Hacks Local Dealers Wish You Didn’t KnowAustralia's most populous state recorded no new COVID-
19 infections for a third straight day on Sunday but extended raised social distancing and mask-wearing rules by a week as the authorities hunted for the source of a small outbreak. After a Sydney couple tested positive to the coronavirus last week, ending a long run without community transmission, the
authorities reinstated some social distancing measures until May 10, and a campaign to get more people tested, as they scrambled to determine the source of infection. "As the 'missing link' case hasn't been identified we're keen to prevent a super-spreading event," said New South Wales state premier
Gladys Berejiklian in a tweet.Australian Associated PressDavid Fifita is set to miss Gold Coast's bumper Magic Round clash with Penrith unless he can beat a high tackle charge at the NRL judiciary.Fifita was issued with a grade-two charge for his shot on Wests Tigers five-eighth Adam Doueihi, meaning
he will miss at least one game for the incident.(Bloomberg) -- The unprecedented shutdown of one of the largest U.S. pipelines after it was crippled by a cyberattack has triggered warnings of major disruption to fuel supplies and concern that its restart will be neither quick nor straightforward.Colonial
Pipeline turned off key systems late Friday after an attack involving ransomware, and was still down late Saturday. There are few precise details about what happened at Colonial, which says it normally transports about 45% of all the fuel consumed on the East Coast and in the Northeast. It says it’s
working to return to normal. Various branches of the U.S. government are monitoring the situation.The U.S. oil and gas industry is used to dealing with outages, like those caused by hurricanes or other extreme weather -- see February’s winter storm in Texas. Energy companies practice for those
scenarios and pride themselves on quickly restoring service.What makes the current situation alarming is that it’s rare for such a vital and large piece of infrastructure -- Colonial stretches all the way from Texas to New Jersey -- to be knocked completely offline. The outage is the biggest single disruption
to physical energy supplies since Saudi Arabian oil operations were attacked by drones in 2019, according to Bob McNally, a former senior White House policy adviser.“Restarting the pipeline is easy if no actual damage was done to it,” said McNally, who now runs Rapidan Energy Group, a consulting
firm in Washington. “The question is whether the attack was limited and contained and it didn’t cause any physical damage to it.”Cyberattacks such as the one faced by Colonial would typically trigger an emergency response plan. Those usually involve a war room setup where executives are provided
with real-time updates by the cybersecurity and operational teams, as well as the company’s general counsel.Pumping different refined products along the entire length of Colonial safely and efficiently requires sophisticated, automated systems. Operating without all of them functioning is extremely
challenging, according to Niyo Pearson, an oil and gas adviser for Cynalytica, a cybersecurity firm. He pointed in particular to Colonial’s technology regulating the pressure of gas used to push liquids through the pipe.That “is the brains of the system,” Pearson said. “It controls the settings on the pipeline,
what the pressure is, remote operation of valves,”Trying to restart the flow of gasoline without that capability would require Colonial to send people to various facilities along the length of the pipeline, and the expertise needed to operate under those conditions is limited, he said.“If they can restore their
systems in 72 hours -- or even a week -- they’ll be in good shape,” Pearson said. “It gets really tough after that.”In the meantime, fuel producers including Marathon Petroleum Corp. are weighing alternatives for how to ship their products to the Northeast in case Colonial isn’t restored quickly. Traders and
fuel shippers are seeking barges and other vessels to deliver gasoline that would have otherwise been shipped on the pipeline, according to people familiar with the matter. Others are securing tankers to temporarily store gasoline in the U.S. Gulf in the event of a prolonged shutdown, the people
said.Inventories offer minimal cover, ClearView Energy Partners said in a research note. Tankers leaving Rotterdam could take up to 14 days to make the trip to the New York Harbor. The Midwest could theoretically send some of its supplies to the East Coast via rail and barge, but the region’s inventories
are tighter than in previous years, ClearView said.“The Colonial outage comes at a critical juncture for the recovering U.S. economy: the start of the summer driving season,” ClearView said. “We therefore think lawmakers could begin a ‘blame game’ immediately, and a sustained disruption that leads to a
significant pump price spike could increase prospects of domestic policy interventions.”For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Fundraiser was designed to ‘reunite the world’ following the
pandemicYahoo Sports Australia VideoNagy Aguilera accused of acting in Frank Sanchez bout (Source: DAZN)Scott Morrison says Australians won't be free to come and go for a very long time.Ronald Acuna suffered a left pinky finger contusion after being hit by a nearly 98-mph pitch, and is listed as
day-to-day.Australian Associated PressTreasurer Josh Frydenberg's third budget on Tuesday will be the centrepiece of the economic calendar this week but there are also crucial figures on retail spending and jobs.Mr Frydenberg is likely to hand down a budget for the 2021/22 financial year that is in far
better shape than expected just a few months ago.SNL is exceptionally enabling international viewers to stream the show in real time‘The past year has been defined by communities coming together tirelessly and heroically to tackle Covid-19’The Briton looks to unify the super-middleweight world titles
against the Mexican superstar at the home of the Dallas CowboysAustralian Associated PressDisappointed Brisbane coach Kevin Walters has confirmed young winger Xavier Coates will leave the Broncos at the NRL season.As recently as Friday, Walters was adamant the Queensland State of Origin
representative would be remaining at Red Hill.The Aussie World No.1 showed once again why she's one of the most likeable players on Tour. Read on to find out why.Australian Associated PressFor the third day in a row the world's best surfers have been forced to wait for a return to action at the
Margaret River Pro.World Surf League organisers made the call early on Sunday to leave competition on hold with conditions in Western Australia not improving sufficiently to run the men's quarter-finals and women's semis.SNL is exceptionally enabling international viewers to stream the show in real
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